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About This Content

2026 AD.

One year passed since aliens invaded planet Earth. These monsters have captured large districts of the Earth surface, and now all
the humanity arises against them.

Among secret government research projects there’s a virus which can help people survive and avoid total annihilation.

You must get into the secret research-and-development center and save the virus. Yes, save the virus, because it’s in danger
now...

In the new part of the game:

- 5 new missions, put together in a plot line
- vivid prehistory

- even larger crowds of monsters to wipe out before you reach the goal
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I played the game in the closed Beta and it has evolved a lot since then!

Most of the bugs are fixed and the developers are really communicative through the forum and discord, always willing to
improve the game.

Even with my \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 internet I am able to play with people around the world without
noticeable lag spikes (which I really appreciate).

What I enjoy most about it is the feeling of REVENGE. After someone kills my favourite character, that person immediately
becomes my nemesis and has to die. It also feels great to outplay someone using your same character.

At the beginning the levels are a bit tricky and I always jumped into the void or died in the dumbest ways. However,
once I got used to them and learnt to time the traps correctly, the game is much more fun!

I totally recommend playing this game with some friends in voice chat for an evening of assured laughs (and some yells :D).

Tl;Dr The game is a lot of fun and even more if you play with friends. Try it out!. Creat naval tower defense game. For some
players it is good game but for some this is not. Still it is up to you to decide if you like it or not for me it is good tower defence
rts game. Since i like it i recommend it but shoice is yours.. I was disappointed by the lack of actual historical immersion, as the
game presents some kind of alternate universe history, that is inclusive and diverse and looks more like a larp session with
people from today than a viking expedition (pretty much like the TV show, and that's precisely my dislike).
The game has many aspects that I like, but in the end, I just found playing it annoying and couldn't finish it..
\u041e\u0424\u0418\u0413\u0415\u041d\u0421\u041a\u0418\u0419 \u041a\u041e\u041d\u0422\u0415\u041d\u0422
\u0412\u0421\u0415\u041c \u041e\u0411\u042f\u0417\u0410\u0422\u0415\u041b\u042c\u041d\u041e
\u041f\u041e\u041a\u0423\u041f\u0410\u0422\u042c!)))))))). Good game :). This game has potential to be awesome........ if it
ever gets worked on more. But at this point Tropico 2 is by far the superior game.. I just played Turba for 15 minutes, to get the
Summer achievement that was added to it.

Afterward when I got up from my chair, I stubbed my toe very hard, fell and bashed my arm on a bookcase as I tried to catch
my fall, scraped my leg rather painfully, and finally broke my fall by smashing my hand against the sharp corner of a wooden
box. My arm hurts, my leg hurts, my hand hurts, and my toe is bleeding a bit. I also seem to have punched myself in the stomach
or something on the way down, I'm not even sure on that, but it hurts there too.

Still, if I had no choice but to repeat one of those two experiences, I would not choose Turba.. an amazing finale to an amazing
trilogy. First don't be fooled by the play time, I played this game a lot before I got it on steam borrowed DMC4 on ps3 or w/e
and I did beat it more than once back then. Also this is a must have game!

Pros:
  -Great Epic story LOVED IT
  -Epic new char Nero enjoyed playing as him
  -Great combos with both Nero and Dante
  -The difficulty, not 2 hard but hard enough to give everyone a challenge on their first playthrough no matter how good of a
DMC player they are
  -Soundtrack is amazing
  -Graphics are godlike (this game came out in 2008 or so and for that time its unreal)
  -Cinematics are soooo epic words can't describe it
  -The story again :D
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Cons:
  -Nero could have used a weapon more or even 2 you know like Dante always gets em and stuff
  -Would be epic if this game had achievements but I won't make it affect the love I have for this game
  -Erm the story is toooo good? xD I guess the only con is that Nero doesn't get a new weapons like Dante does but the arm
makes up for it in this game(Still hoping that one day we will get a Devil May Cry 5)

Conclusion:
  -Loved the game if you love any other DMC games or any other hack 'n slash game you have to play this
Rating: SSS/10. Not worth the asking price
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Originally bought on the apple store, now buying again on steam. Easily one of, if not the best game on Choice fo Games roster.
This Character will soon be like Dragan. a Useless character no one will remember or even bother to afford.

as a female heister myself, i prefer clover as her voice isn't as bad as this character. seriously, this character sounds like she
should belong in some anime and in her bio it says she is 24, she sounds younger than 13 for me.

the gun, it is actually decent if you know how to use it.

the character, it honestly is very hard to find a good mask for this character because of the side hair.

i honestly do love when you play as this character and have the first person view of their arms and gloves which is amazing work
and so awesome.

the knife though, oh god, there is only one animation for the knife and it honestly is the worst knife i have ever touched. it really
is weak and very slow, there is also no charge, holding the attack button just does some slip knife tricks and that is all.

all in all, only get this character when you have money to spare. otherwise, get clover.

that is all, if you wish to heist with me, add me or something.

oh and her mask is the worst.. A little god game all about experimentations, really fun!
It took me a few games before completely get the hang of it, but it has fun from the start nonetheless.
. This can become a pretty fun game if you are a patient sort of person.

This is a free game, so there is a pay system set up to help you play longer sessions and to aid you should you get stuck, but you
never actually have to pay to fully enjoy the whole game. As long as you don't mind putting in only a half hour once or twice a
day and then moving on to something else, this game is fairly satisfying.

The artwork is beautiful and the story is engaging, there is plenty of variety in the hidden object scenes, and there is a fair
amount of choice as far as what to do on the map which makes for a surprising strategy element to the game.

It does take a few days or so to get the hang of how the game plays out, but as it is free to try, there is no reason not to give it a
whirl and see if this title is for you. If you do find you enjoy this title check out the Lost Lands: Hidden Object and Lost Lands:
Mahjong free-to-play games as well.. quot;0.13 for a beta...nice ?" 3/100 ~IGN
. 2.99 10/10 let the turrets takeout the postal workers ill takeout the rapters.Background music is so elevator its
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,wow.I know its only earlydayz but can we have more blood,more bodyparts oh and a pizza delievery guy oh and a
girl on rollerskates ....in a tutu ...pink thank you.. Much bigger game than I was expecting
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